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Sphere Digital Recruitment are a multi award-winning recruitment agency specialising in
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and North America.

August Report on Covid-19
Survey for the Digital Sector

Continuing with our reports on the impact of C-19 on businesses in the digital sector, our August
report has revealed some improvements, most notably a return of revenue from customer spend:
media owners reported a 43% freeze in customer spend in August, this is an improvement from
67% in July and 89% in June; and a quarter (24%) of businesses have seen normal or improved
levels of growth in July and August with brands reporting the highest levels at 36%
As the world beings to open up, albeit still with some uncertainty around the future, confidence of
spend in H2 returning to pre-C-19 levels has dipped. Only only 8% of those surveyed expecting
increased spend compared with 12% in June; and those expecting a return of 75% + of normal
levels lowering to 23% of those surveyed in August, compared with 32% in June. We will
continue to track this as the data has shown customer spend returning across the sectors.
There remains companies who have been able to navigate the pandemic better, to quote one
respondent, "sales rocketed upwards during the pandemic", whilst another found things were
"slowly returning to normal".
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Impact of C-19 on your Business

Impact of C-19 on your Customers

Expected Changes to Working Practices

Impact of C-19 on your
Business

Furlough

Over half of businesses are still using the furlough scheme (53%); this is an increase from
46% in June and more in line with 56% in May and 53% in April.

Of those affected, half (52%) of businesses have reported that the proportion of the
company furloughed is at the lower end, 0-25%
Agencies reported the highest volume of employees furloughed (75-100% of the business)
affecting 12% of businesses, closely followed by media owners at 10%
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Redundancies

Over half of businesses have reported redundancies (53%) , this has risen from 51% in June,
64% in April and 47% in May.

Those redundancies are affecting a a smaller proportion of those businesses: 3/4's (75%) of
those surveyed reported redundancies had affected 0-25% of their respective companies in
June, this is down from 81% in June.
81% of those surveyed from brands found that redundancies had affected the smallest
proportion of the business (0-25%), followed by brands (79%), Technology Vendors (71%),
Ad Technology (67%) with the lowest affected sector being media owners at 55%.
Only 2% of those reporting redundancies found that 75%-100% of thier business was
affected
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Reduction in Pay

Agencies saw a rise in those impacted by salary reductions to 60% in July and August, up
from 46% in June and in line with May (61%) and April (53%).

The lowest impacted sector from pay reductions remains the Ad Technology sector at 33%, a
slight increased from 33% in June and 27% in May
Salary reductions mostly affected a smaller portion of the companies with 55% of those
surveyed reporting reductions had affected 0-25% of their business
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Impact of C-19 on your
Customers

We are still seeing that cuts in customer’s spend and postponed activities, have affected all
businesses
A quarter (24%) of businesses have seen normal or improved lovels of growth in July and
August with brands reporting the highest levels at 36%
Comments from someone working client side said activity was "slowly returning to normal"
and another commenting that "I was working for a gambling/ Fintech company...Their sales
rocketed upwards during the pandemic."
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Postponed or paused activity

Postponed or paused activity remains an issue across the digital sector, however we are
seeing some improvements:
- 43% of media owners saw spend frozen in August, this is an improvement from 67% in
July and 89% in June.
- 71% of ttose working at technology vendors saw spend frozen in August, a slight
improvement from June (70%) but slightly worse than July (66%).
- Agencies saw an increase in client spend being frozen: now at 90% in August, up from
78%, in July and 75% in June.
Encouragingly the majority of this spend has been postponed, which are raising hopes for an
increase in spend in H2, or, a faster recovery to pre-Covid levels of investment
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Expected Impact on Customer
Spend in July and August

Confidence of returned or increased spend has fallen across the sector; Whereas nearly half
(45%) of those surveyed in June expected spend to return by at least 75% in July and
August, only 29% are expecting this kind of return in August and September.
Agencies (10%) and media owners (14%) are the most cautious of normal to increased levels
of spend in August and September
Brands (26%),are the most confident of normal to increased spend in July and August,
followed by Technology vendors (25%), and Ad Technology (20%)
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Expected Impact on Customer
Spend in H2

The data shows a lack of confidence in returned customer spend in H2: only 8% of those
surveyed expect increased spend

23% of businesses expect spend to return by at least 75%in H2: Ad tech (29%), brands
(36%), agency (21%), tech vendor (8%), and media owners (6%).
1/4 of businesses expect 0-25% of usual spend in Q3 and Q4 vs usual activity; the least
confident were agencies at 33% and tech vendors at 31%
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Expected Changes to
Working Practices

Working From Home

99% of all businesses are expecting to see increased working from home policy post
lockdown, up from 94% in June and 60% in April
The data shows a slight decrease in expectation of more meetings with colleagues over video,
59% in July and August, down from 74% in June and 81% in May

Over half (54%) of businesses expect greater investment in digital infrastructure; this is
consistent with the data collected from previous months (60% in June, up from 55% in May
and 40% in April)
Comments from those we surveyed included on which businesses will thrive post covid
included: "Those who can adapt to working from home", "Those investing in and adopting
digital technologies and those that don't need physical premises" and "Forward thinking
businesses".
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Conclusions

As businesses start to recover and we enter a phase of the pandemic where people are more
comfortable moving away from the home, we are seeing a reflection in a return of spending with
customer budgets. Over half (61%) of those surveyed reported that 0-50% of their budgets were
on hold with media owners seeing an improvement: 43% of media owners saw spend frozen in
August, this is an improvement from 67% in July and 89% in June.
Agencies remain one of the hardest hit of the sectors who saw an increase in client spend being
frozen: now at 90% in August, up from 78%, in July and 75% in June.
As predicted, technology vendors are fairing well in the current climate; 71% of ttose working at
technology vendors saw spend frozen in August, a slight improvement from June (70%) but
slightly worse than July (66%) and most promisingly, 1/4 of those surveyed at technology vendors
expect an increased spend in September.
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Despite some office spaces reopening, there is a unanimous (99%) opinion that workplaces will
continue with increased working from home policies as a result of C-19.
We reported in June of the downward trend in how much businesses will be conducted over video
calls in the future, this has continued to fall, now at 68% in August, down from 74% in June and
81% in May. This downward trend perhaps points towards the need for more meaningful meetings
to still be conducted face to face.
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Sphere will be tracking the data and will to run this survey monthly to assess how businesses are navigating the Covid-19 pandemic.
Please do let us know if there are any questions that you would like to ask. As always, if there’s anything myself or any of the team can do to help in any way then
feel free to get in touch us directly at hello@spherelondon.co.uk
Many thanks and we hope this proves helpful to you.
Ed Steer
Co-Founder and CEO, Europe and North America
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